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Venture Work: Employees in Thinly Capitalized FirmsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book contributes to the ongoing discussion around so-called precarious or venture work, as the proportion of those employed by start-ups and thinly-capitalized firms continues to grow. Filling a gap in literature, the author explores the relationship between venture co-workers and examines how they cope with economic...
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Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 Field Guide (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006
Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 Field Guide is a quick reference for resolving problems that intermediate-to-advanced MOM administrators are likely to face. Authors Andy Dominey and Garry Meaburn have experience with both deploying and troubleshooting MOM in large-scale environments, and the problems and solutions they discuss are...
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Women in Early British and Irish Astronomy: Stars and SatellitesSpringer, 2009
Careers in astronomy for women (as in other sciences) were a rarity in Britain and Ireland until well into the twentieth century. The book investigates the place of women in astronomy before that era, recounted in the form of biographies of about 25 women born between 1650 and 1900 who in varying capacities contributed to its progress during the...
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CompTIA Security+ Review Guide: Exam SY0-401Sybex, 2014

	Focused review for the CompTIA Security+ certification exam


	The CompTIA Security+ certification offers tremendous opportunities for IT professionals. For those who want to take their careers to the next level, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide: Exam SY0-401 is here to serve as a great resource for certification...
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Media Ethics: Issues and CasesRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2018

	Media Ethics, Ninth Edition is a diverse, classroom tested compilation of 60 diverse cases that will help students prepare for the ethical situations they will confront in their media careers. Ninety percent of the cases are based on actual events, and authors from many institutions and...
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Network Security ArchitecturesCisco Press, 2004
Written by the principal architect of the original Cisco  Systems SAFE Security Blueprint, Network Security  Architectures is your comprehensive how-to guide to designing and  implementing a secure network. Whether your background is security or  networking, you can use this book to learn how to...
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Tech Job Hunt Handbook: Career Management for Technical ProfessionalsApress, 2012

	Tech Job Hunt Handbook is a career management book—just for technology professionals—that reflects today’s new economic realities. The world of work is constantly changing, and staying professionally relevant while competing for more specialized tech jobs in areas like cloud computing, mobile and social...
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The Good Retirement Guide 2019: Everything You Need to Know About Health, Property, Investment, Leisure, Work, Pensions and TaxKogan Page, 2019

	
		Whether it is a relaxing, action-packed or financially rewarding retirement you are planning for, this is the book for you. Revised and updated, The Good Retirement Guide 2019 is packed with hundreds of useful hints, tips and insights into your retirement preparation, including brand new advice on making a career change...
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Foundations of Security: What Every Programmer Needs to Know (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Dr. Gary McGraw, a well-known software security expert, said, “First things first—make sure you know how to code, and have been doing so for years. It is better to be a developer (and architect) and then learn about security than to be a security guy and try to learn to code” (McGraw 2004). If you are interested in becoming a...
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Radar for Meteorological and Atmospheric ObservationsSpringer, 2013

	Epoch-making progress in meteorology and atmospheric science has always been hastened by the development of advanced observational technologies, in particular, radar technology. This technology depends on a wide range of sciences involving diverse disciplines, from electrical engineering and electronics to computer sciences and...
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Inside Atl (Programming Languages/C)Microsoft Press, 1999
One of the most interesting aspects of the industry we work in is the pace at which it evolves. Having software and computer technology progress so rapidly is both a blessing and a curse. It’s a blessing for some obvious reasons: constantly improving tools can help us write faster and more powerful software, the rapid change can lead to...
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Schaum's Outline of Signals and SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1995
This powerful study guide gives you 571 problems in signals and systems, fully solved step-by-step! From SchaumÕs, the original study guide, and studentsÕ favorite with over 30 million guides soldÑthis solution-packed timesaver helps you master every type of problem you will face on your tests, from simple questions on linear...
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